
A student workstation for robotics training is designed 
with a Series 4500 Table of 30” depth x 72” length with 
30/37” adjustable height. A Fixed Riser Shelf Assembly and 
Powerstrip are located above the table, while a Footrest and 
Storage Drawer are located beneath the worksurface.
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As a home base for instrumentation, a 30”D x 60”L x 36”H 
Series 6700 Mobile Instrument Table provides a safe, sturdy 
solution. A full-depth undertable Shelf offers additional 
storage space for bulky items, and a hanging Drawer Case 
houses smaller parts and tools.
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Storage was of major importance for this materials department requirement. The 30”D x 120”L x 36”H station was created with seven Series 7000 
Cabinets and two 30”D x 60”L Tops with post-formed front edge. The addition of the Spacer Panel between the fourth and fifth cabinets brings 
the completed unit to a size which is standard, allowing for the addition of standard overtable accessories at any time in the future.
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Mass  
Spectrometer Unit

idea # ED-002

Education
Design Ideas

Academic departments and labs 
present very specialized and stringent 
requirements, particularly when it 
comes to furnishings.

Our design team knows and under-
stands the environment in which  
you work. We’ve teamed with  
many educators and designers at 
facilities nationwide to design and 
furnish just the right combination  
of workstations, features, options, 
and accessories to fit the demands  
of their labs and classrooms.

These ideas represent only a few  
of the endless layouts possible with 
the versatile and expansive Workplace® 
modular component line. Each has 
been tailored to meet a specific 
requirement.  Each provides the foun-
dation for a lifetime of dependable 
service and is easily retrofittable to 
meet changing needs down the road.

We would be pleased to help you  
design furnishings that are “just 
right” for you. Conceptual drawings 
and detailed quotations are provided 
on a no-obligation basis. For further  
details, please call 1-800-258-9700 or  
go to workplacesystemsinc.com. 
We’re ready to get started - are you?

Demonstrating the extreme versatility and flexibility of Workplace® modular bench 
systems, this layout combines three different product lines to create an efficient multi-
task work area. The ability to combine and interchange components across product 
lines is an added value, allowing future reconfiguration at minimal expense.

Demonstration Unit idea # ED-001

Volume ED-401

An expansive 36”D x 72”L Series 5500 Electric Table serves as the base unit for mass 
spectrometer equipment. Push-button height adjustment range of 30”-42” puts equipment 
at the optimal height for every user. A Keyboard Tray and Articulating Arms accommodate 
peripherals. The table’s mobile option enables the entire unit to be moved with ease.



Three units handle the workstation needs of a medical school’s DNA Lab. From far left, a Series 7000 Mobile-Mate Cabinet with Plastic Laminate 
worksurface handles storage of small items and doubles as extra worksurface space when needed. A Series 4500 Mobile Table 30”D x 60”L is equipped 
with Drawers for paper-file and pen/pencil type storage. The third unit, also a Series 4500 Mobile Table 30”D x 48”L accommodates a CPU and 
Keyboard, while an Articulating Arm mounted to a Double Standard Upright keeps a flat-screen monitor up off the worksurface. All units can easily 
be moved at a moment’s notice, delivering on-board instrumentation quickly and safely to wherever it may be needed. 

DNA Lab idea # ED-005 

An in-line row of Series 7400 Technician Stations was selected 
for use as a two-student station for a technical classroom 
requirement. Panel Legs and a rear Modesty Panel provide a 
more desk-like appearance while the custom 8”H Fixed Riser 
Shelf provides an unobstructed view to the Instructor. Power 
needs are satisfied with a custom length 15-amp Powerstrip. 

Tech Lab
Student Station

idea # ED-004

A customized unit was designed for an environmental lab 
application by combining a Series 6600 Lab Unit with a Series 
7000 Frame and Cabinet. The workstation is 30”D x 96”L 
x 36”H and exemplifies the versatility of the Workplace® 
product line.

Environmental 
Lab

idea # ED-003

The above layout was designed as an Instrumentation Room for an Environmental Engineering Department. Analytical instruments such as gas 
chromatography, ion exchange apparatus, and fine scales are located within this highly functional work area. Storage space is considerable within 
the Series 6600 Lab Units with lockable sliding doors and adjustable inner shelf. Overtable Fixed Riser Shelves with power provide additional 
storage space for smaller instrumentation.

Instrumentation 
Room

idea # ED-006

A well-equipped 36”D x 72”L Series 4500 Mobile Table is a 
handy and versatile addition to a Research Engineering center. 
Overhead accessories include two adjustable Shelves, Pegboard  
Panel (Whiteboard or Corkboard also available), and Powerstrip 
on Double Standard Uprights. Undertable features include a 
CPU Caddy, Keyboard Tray, and hanging Drawer Case.

Research 
Engineering

idea # ED-008

A university’s Electrical Engineering Department chose this L-
Shape design, combining two Series 1000 Tables, for use as a 
soldering station. A Fixed Riser Shelf with power is located on 
the left table, while an assortment of overtable accessories keep 
materials, tools, and parts organized and within easy reach on 
the table at right. Dimensions are 30D x 72L x 90L.

Soldering  
Station

idea # ED-007
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As a home base for instrumentation, a 30”D x 60”L x 36”H 
Series 6700 Mobile Instrument Table provides a safe, sturdy 
solution. A full-depth undertable Shelf offers additional 
storage space for bulky items, and a hanging Drawer Case 
houses smaller parts and tools.
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Storage was of major importance for this materials department requirement. The 30”D x 120”L x 36”H station was created with seven Series 7000 
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Demonstrating the extreme versatility and flexibility of Workplace® modular bench 
systems, this layout combines three different product lines to create an efficient multi-
task work area. The ability to combine and interchange components across product 
lines is an added value, allowing future reconfiguration at minimal expense.
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An expansive 36”D x 72”L Series 5500 Electric Table serves as the base unit for mass 
spectrometer equipment. Push-button height adjustment range of 30”-42” puts equipment 
at the optimal height for every user. A Keyboard Tray and Articulating Arms accommodate 
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